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Belton lake tx fishing report

Proper Link: Fishing Regulations | Opportunity Angle | &amp;Protection; Structure | &amp;Tips; ADVISORY BOT TACTICS: Zebra muscles have infected this tack! CLEAN, LONGKANG AND DRY bots, trelers, livewells/baldi bait, and other gear before going to another body of water. Water copying required by law and the ownership and transport of zebra muscles is unlawful. Lay Access Facility Location:
On the Leon River at Bell and the Coryell area, 5 km northwest of Belton Town off FM 317 Surface Area: 12,385 acres Maximum depth: 124 feet Impounded: 1954 During lake level conservation pool elevation: 594 feet. msl Up and Down: 3-5 feet Normal Clarity: United States Army Corps Simple Engineers 3740 FM 1670 Belton, Texas 76513 254/939-2461 Very rare And Cattail Lake Records During
Stockings Report Recent Review History Contact local handling stores or marinas All game fish are now straightened under state regulations. Belton's tasik is a popular bag for hybrid-line bass, and can also be a good big bass bag at certain times of the year. Species Poor Fair Brilliant Bass Smallmouth Bass Smallmouth Bass Crappie White Bass Hybrid SunFish Line Most coastlines are very steep, rocky
habitats. Majestic high bluffs and long rocky dots are the most common, although sand and mud share houses can be found on the River Leon and cowhouse arms. It has little or no aquatic say. Balak wood is also limited. Besarmouth bass fishing is the best from late February to April. When the water temperature begins to rise, the bass becomes more active and ready for future spawning. The back of
creeks and coves, protected from northerly winds, provides the warmest water in the region. Good creeks to be aware of are Cedar, Bear, Owl, Stampede, and Cowhouse. Spinnerbaits, plastic lizards, jerkbait, and a combination of jig and pork are the bait of choice. From May to September search by main point and share house next to the creek channel. Stickbaits, chuggers, buzzbaits, crankbaits, and
plastic worms can all be productive under the right circumstances. From October to December, bass can be captured from the same area as during the study. Smallmouth bases are usually caught from dams into the Cedar Creek area in the mid-lake. Early spring and late fall, when water temperatures range from 55 to 65 degrees, are prime times to target smallmouth. Spawning takes place within rocky
rocks protected from northerly winds. In summer and fall, long, slowly rocky eye cerun is a good area for fishing. Deep crawfish-colored crankbaits, stickbaits, chuggers, buzzbaits, grubs, and small jigs are usually the most productive. The palmetto bass was introduced to Tasik Belton in 2013 1977, and has since become a very popular sportfish in the reservoar. Hybrids tend to travel in schools across
major lakes. They can be caught fishing down with live bait as well as jig trolling and crankbaits, with or without of downriggers. White bass fishing was the best from March to May when they migrated to the lake to Leon River to veil. Banks or fishing boats from Highway 36 north bridge to Neff Mother State Park using small jigs or spinners can be very productive. During summer and falling, white bass
sometimes school on the surface. Try fishing for a white crappie between late February and mid-May, when the crappie moved into shallow water on the back of the creek and protected the main lake police. Seaming crappie is quite easy to catch on live minnows or small jigs fishing around the stumps and covers sink in 2 to 5 feet of water. In summer, falls, and winter, crappie can be caught around a large
isolated tree and brush sinks at 5 to 20 feet. Catfish can be caught all year round. Channel cats spend from May to June, where they travel into the water 2 to 5 feet away behind the creek or along the innings not far from the river channel. Colors, feathers, blood bait, and stinkbait all work just fine. Blue catfish, especially large blues, can be targeted in the winter months, February to April. While long limits
and bags across the country apply, editing should consider returning the blues larger than 10 lbs as it consists of a majority of the seam population. Smaller blues are also better at eating than bigger fish! Page 2 of Lake Fisherman Community (CFL) is a public prosecution of 75 acres or smaller located within the limits of an incorporated city or public park, or any death penalty entirely within the boundaries
of state parks. These small lakes are subject to special regulations on catfish and fishing equipment. Visit our online stocking reports for your local lake stocking history. Big Bend | Gulf Coast | Hill Country | Panhandle | Pineywoods | Prairi &amp;prause; Lake | South Texas I FISHED WITH: Last Friday morning, Nov 27, I was fishing with TJ Watson of 17-year-old Belton. TJ's mother, Jennifer, contacted me
about 3 weeks ago hoping, despite my full calendar, that she could get her son out on the water with me during a Thanksgiving break from New Tech Belton high school. I initially had nothing to offer it, but, when the sonar training session fell through because of the lack of repair parts that my client needed, I sent Jennifer texts back and today managed to get out was the result. TJ's plan was to graduate
from high school, spend 2 years in a junior college, then moved to a 4-year school to pursue degree lessons in law enforcement in preparation for a career as a game warden. PHOTO CAPTION #1: TJ Watson Belton landed white bass, large bass, and freshwater drums using vertical tactics in underwater, amassing the total catch of 127 fish on the right at 4 hours above the water. WHERE WE FISH: Lake
Belton WHEN WE FISH: Friday (AM), November 27, 2020 HOW WE FISH: As the northern winds continue to blow and the cover of the grey clouds, to the point of continuous light rainfall, we enjoy light traffic and stellar fishing in Lake Belton. We fish this 5 area and see what has been a highly predictable pattern of fish behavior during the first 4 hours of sunshine following sunrise - increased slow
nutritional activity in the first hour, peak nutritional activity in the middle of two hours, followed by a relatively rapid closure of nutritional activity in the last half of the fourth hour following sunrise. This feeds the final time of flexes with the brightness of the sky. I'm fishing side by side with TJ this morning as we shared a view on a single Garmin LiveScope monitor to present the bait accurately to certain fish
that we saw using that technology. We worked chartreuse MAL Lures both at the bottom for bottom-oriented fish as well as past hung fish to tempt both. With the final water temperature of November still around 64F, this fast and highly productive fishing should continue for the foreseeable future. See MAL Lure here: See a video tutorial on how to work MAL Lure here: TALLY: 127 fish caught and released
OBSERVATIONS: Two episodes of light gull activity took us to some of the fish we boated this morning towards our ending journey. TODAY CONDITIONS/NOTES: Start time: 7:30A End time: 11:30A Air templum. @ Journey Start: Height 64F: 0.82 low with 0.0' 24-hour change and 34 CFS flow through dam water surface temp: Wind Speed 64F &amp; Direction: Sky Conditions NNW6-11: 100% grey with
light rain during the last half of the trip, turning to steady rain right in the nearest month phase of the trip: A candle crescent at 92% GT lighting = 0 Wx SNAPSHOT: AREAS FISHED WITH SUCCESS: **Area B0012C, 35 fish in MAL Lures; Mostly small (SP) **Area 1389, 39 fish in MAL Lures (SP) **Area B0075C, 26 fish at MAL Lures (SP) **Area 305, 15 fish in MAL Lures with the help of birds (SP) **Area
081, 12 fish in MAL Lures with the help of birds (SP) Bob Maindelle Full Time, Professional Fishing Guide and Owners Holding Guide Services Fisherman's Guide To House Still 254.368.7411 (call or text) Website: www.HoldingTheLineGuideService.com Email: Bob@HoldingTheLineGuideService.com Facebook: www.facebook.com/bobmaindelle Twitter: www.twitter.com/bobmaindelle #WhiteBassFishing
#LakeBelton #StillhouseHollow #BeltonFishingGuide #LakeBeltonFishingGuide #BeltonLakeFishingGuide #stripers #stripedbassfishing #rockfish #sandbass #freshwaterfishing #fishing #bass #bassfishing #whitebass #panfish #crappie #fishingonaboat #fishingtackle #fishinglife #fishingsport #fishingaddict #fishingpicoftheday #fishingtime #fishinggear #fishingday #Fitec WHO Thanksgiving Day 2020, I
fished with Dr. Paul Bednarz and Chad Connally, both Crawford, TX. Both become because their children participated in the same school sports team throughout the year. Originally, Paul would be accompanied by his son, but high school football demands changed those plans earlier this week. Paul is an orthopaedic surgeon focused on adult legs and ankle maladies, and functions with heavy equipment
doing pipelines and disaster recovery work. Since we all have family gatherings to get around noon, we kept the trip this morning right at 4 hours in length. PHOTO CAPTION #1: Chad Connally (left) and Paul Bednarz with some white bass that we landed on the first day back southerly winds following a short, light front path. WHERE WE FISH: Lake Belton WHEN WE FISH: Thursday (AM), November 26,
2020 HOW WE WERE FISHING: This morning we encountered a blowing southerly wind all day following a northern shot the previous day, and in advance of a wet, lightweight crept in an instant following this journey. The fish fed today with an average intensity of up to around 10:50, after which we see moisture in action. We hit five areas this morning as we put together a catch of 151 fish. Our first area
produced a small fish almost exclusively, so, when the sky brightened a little and the wind came, I didn't hesitate to move us after a 30-fish boat, knowing we would find a fish cooperative population elsewhere. In the second area we hit, I got friends trained on Garmin LiveScope, and their results immediately improved because they were able to adjust their retrieves to fish individuals seen on screen. After a
30-fish boat at our first stop, we took 11 more fish at our second stop, 31 fish at our third stop, 29 fish at our fourth stop, and 50 fish at our fifth and final stop. Each of the last fish was taken on Mal Lure; Today we go with all the rigged sticks with chartreuse lure. After getting a little help from the gulls on Tuesday and Wednesday morning, the birds were absent today, so, all the fish we caught were first
discovered through the sonar while searching as slowly as my board came out I would be idle down. Thanks to the relatively bright skies, the fish stay at the bottom and upwards are only 3-4 feet from it and do not hang much even if we create a fuss on top of them by working our straight, fishing, etc. See MAL Lure here: View tutorial video on how to work MAL Lure here: TALLY: 151 fish caught and
released OBSERVATIONS: No bird activity helped be found this morning. A variety of sand dune cranes can be heard and seen migrating slowly in the south as they ride the heat. TODAY CONDITIONS/NOTES: Start time: 7:20A Time Expiration: 11:20A Water Temp. @ Commencement of Travel: Height 43F: 0.82 low with a 24-hour decrease of 0.05' and 34CFS flow through Surface Dam Temp Water:
63.. Wind Speed 9F &amp; Direction: is SSE4-9 all morning sky conditions: Bright and clear due to the end of the cool front cycle playing as the night falls overnight Phase of the Moon: Moon wax at 87% lighting GT = 40 Wx SNAPSHOT: AREAS LURED WITH SUCCESS: **Area 473, 30 fish at LURES MALL; Mostly small (SP) **Area 2038, 11 fish in LURES MALL (SP) **Area B0150C, 31 fish in LURES
MALL (SP) **Area 1489, 29 fish in LURES MALL (SP) **Area **Area 50 fish at MAL Lures (SP) Full-Time Maindelle Bob, Professional Fishing Guide and Owner Holding Belton Lake Fishing Guide Guide, Stillhouse Hollow Fishing Guide 254.368.7411 (call or text) Website: www.HoldingTheLineGuideService.com Email: Bob@HoldingTheLineGuideService.com Facebook: www.facebook.com/bobmaindelle
Twitter: www.twitter.com/bobmaindelle #WhiteBassFishing #LakeBelton #StillhouseHollow #BeltonFishingGuide #LakeBeltonFishingGuide #BeltonLakeFishingGuide #stripers #stripedbassfishing #rockfish #sandbass #freshwaterfishing #fishing #bass #bassfishing #whitebass #panfish #crappie #fishingonaboat #fishingtackle #fishinglife #fishingsport #fishingaddict #fishingpicoftheday #fishingtime
#fishinggear #fishingday #Fitec WHO I WAS FISHING WITH: Last Wednesday afternoon, November 25, I was fishing with jeff and Sue Madden's first guest and twins aged 12, Cash and Cooperative. The Maddens descended from Lewisville, TX, to gather in Salado for Thanksgiving with the family and plan about a month earlier to do some fishing with me on Lake Belton the previous day. Because Jeff
was pretty sure Sue would just come along if the weather cooperated, I proposed an afternoon trip reservation, which they did. All four Madden men really worked to catch the fish overall four hours on the water, and, thanks to conducive weather for strong catches, they wound up a boat of 277 fish. Towards the end of the trip, the demand came from customers to release their dates with me on Saturday
morning because of a damp, cold forecast. Jeff thought all about 2 seconds and told me he'd take that slot!! So, I'll see at least him and the twins again on Saturday, rain or shine! PHOTO CAPTION #1: Madden's family, from left, Jeff, Cooper, Cash, and Sue, with but some of the 277 fish they landed during their 4-hour afternoon trip on Wednesday, 25 Nov. PHOTO CAPTION #2: Mother (Sue Madden)
landed our biggest fish trip - the nicely striped Belton Lake base - on MAL Lure PHOTO CAPTION #3: White bass and hybrid runners aren't the only species feeding on MAL Lure, as Cash discovered when this big bass Belton Lake goes for it. WHERE WE FISH: Lake Belton WHEN WE FISH: Wednesday (PM), November 25, 2020 HOW WE FISH: Thankfully, the northern winds that treat us well this
morning continue to blow this afternoon, therefore we are not facing difficult, post-frontal, calm conditions. This family of four put 277 fish on the boat in just less than 4 hours thanks to a number of factors. First, is the wind I've mentioned. Secondly, everyone gets hanged using early Straight MAL and performs the intake correctly and Thirdly, because no one is minded to catch smaller fish and, on the other
hand, enjoy the endless action they provide, we are not involved in the hunt for time-consuming fish hoping to find an area that holds larger fish (therefore, we do not leave the fish to find fish). We fish only four areas, and Put their 100th fish on the boat at 2:32 p.m., just over an hour into our journey. Jeff and the boys are very enthusiastic with the quality of video games like Garmin LiveScope, and it retains
their attention, helps them focus, and helps them become efficient with their recruitment. Everything really came along very well this afternoon and it's so grateful to be able to give the family an experience that Maddens gets today at Lake Belton. See MAL Lure here: See the tutorial video on how to work MAL Lure here: TALLY: 277 fish caught and released OBSERVATIONS: Although I fear the northern
wind will go quiet during our time on the water, they keep blowing, and the fish continue to bite well, until the sun sets, when they stop CONDITIONS/NOTES TODAY: Start time: Expiration time of 1:30P: 5:30P Air temple. @ Journey Start: Height 65F: 0.82 low with 0.01' 24 hours rise, and 34 CFS streams through dam water surface temp: 63.7F Wind Speed &amp; Direction: Wind is NW8 at the start of the
journey, tapping to NW4 with the final sky state of the trip: Blue sky without a cloud in the wake of last night's cold front path of the Moon: Waxing gibbous at 80% GT lighting = 45 Wx SNAPSHOT: AREAS FISHED WITH SUCCESS: **Area 1000, 66 fish in MAL Lures (SP) *Area 49, 64 fish in MAL Lures (SP) **Area B0070C, 132 fish in MAL Lures (SP) **Area 694/968, 15 fish in MAL Lures (SP)) Full-Time
Maindelle Bob, Professional Fishing Guide and Owner Holding Belton Lake Fishing Guide Guide Guide, Stillhouse Hollow Fishing Guide 254.368.7411 (call or text) Website : www.HoldingTheLineGuideService.com Email: Bob@HoldingTheLineGuideService.com Facebook: www.facebook.com/bobmaindelle Twitter: www.twitter.com/bobmaindelle #WhiteBassFishing #LakeBelton #StillhouseHollow
#BeltonFishingGuide #LakeBeltonFishingGuide #BeltonLakeFishingGuide #stripers #stripedbassfishing #rockfish #sandbass #freshwaterfishing #fishing #bass #bassfishing #whitebass #panfish #crappie #fishingonaboat #fishingtackle #fishinglife #fishingsport #fishingaddict #fishingpicoftheday #fishingtime #fishinggear #fishingday #Fitec WHO I'm FISHING WITH: This morning, Wednesday, November 25,
I'm fishing with guests back Jerry Saikley, Mike Giganti, and Jeff Burns. Joining me for the first time was Jeff and Jerry's colleague Justin Brown. These fellows all knew each other through the work of Jeff, Jerry, and Justin did at West Fort Hood. As I introduced everyone to Garmin LiveScope, Mike observes that, This is just like Blue Force Tracker for fish!. He was referring to a GPS-based military system
called Blue Force Tracker that allows commanders to track locations friendly (and enemy) on the monitor, the appearance of which looks like a Garmin monitor strapped to the firearm of my star board bot. PHOTO CAPTION #1: Jerry Saikley aligned the trip this morning to his three friends, Justin Brown, Brown, Giganti, and Jeff Burns. He took the biggest fish of our journey - a nice 3.75 pounds of bass
striped hybrid. PHOTO CAPTION #2: Mike Giganti takes this nice hybrid that rocks the bottom to overcome his MAL Lure as it rises through the water column towards the surface. PHOTO CAPTION #3: Mike Giganti, Jeff Burns, Jerry Saikley, and Justin Brown each with a pair of bigger white bass that we landed this morning. WHERE WE FISH: Lake Belton WHEN WE FISH: Wednesday (AM), November
25, 2020 HOW WE FISH: Fishing is pretty cut and dried this morning. The fish is very active through 9:35AM, then gears down the notch, then knocked down at 11:10 a.m. Thanks to the cold front passage overnight, the fish are very aggressive and ready to ride into the water column at the bottom of the greater distance that they have been under non-frontal weather conditions. We fished two areas before
some light bird action went off, then spot-hopped as indicated by gulls for a full 90 minutes afterwards. In both areas we fish before getting up under the bird, we are facing an unusually high number of small fish (crops this year). The fish we catch under the bird and in two locations without birds after the bird stops working at 9:17 a.m., is a better mix of sizes. MAL Lure really shines today - it's very effective
at both embracing the bottom and hanging fish, minimal angles, high hooks for ground ratio, and easy to work. We caught 100% of our fish at MAL Lures this morning,. Friends were so impressed with the lure (after suffering an average fishing on the slab they used in their own fishing effort), that they bought a slice from me off a tailgate from a ziplock bag I saved just for occasions like that. See MAL Lure
here: View tutorial video on how to work MAL Lure here: TALLY: 183 fish caught and released OBSERVATIONS: For the second day in a row, and during the mid-morning period, a herd of gulls, numbered ~2 dozen, pointed the way to active white-based over open water. TODAY CONDITIONS/NOTES: Start time: 7:30A End time: 11:30A Air templum. @Start of Travel: 50F Height: 0.82 low with 0.01' 24
hours increase, and 34 CFS streams through dam water surface temp: 63.7F Wind Speed &amp; Direction: Wind is NW13 at the start of the journey, tapping to NW8-9 with the final sky conditions of the journey: 80% quickly clear the clouds in the wake of last night's cold front path of the Moon Phase: Waxing gibbous at 80% GT lighting = 65 Wx SNAPSHOT: FISHING AREA WITH SUCCESS: **Area B19,
5 fish on MAL Lures (SP) *Area 354, 48 fish in MAL (SP) **Area 1390/1866, 2038/953, then 2038 – 80 fish at LURES MALL with short hops in and around these 3 areas as shown by gulls (SP) *Area B0150 , 16 fish at MAL Lures (SP) **Area 097, 34 final fish at MAL Lures (SP) Bob Maindelle Full Time, Professional Fishing Guide and Owner Holding Garisan Guide Belton Lake Fishing Guide, Fisherman's
Guide Stillhouse Hollow 254.368.7411 (call or text) Website: www.HoldingTheLineGuideService.com Email: Bob@HoldingTheLineGuideService.com Facebook: www.facebook.com/bobmaindelle Twitter: www.twitter.com/bobmaindelle #WhiteBassFishing #LakeBelton #StillhouseHollow #BeltonFishingGuide #LakeBeltonFishingGuide #BeltonLakeFishingGuide #stripers #stripedbassfishing #rockfish
#sandbass #freshwaterfishing #fishing #bass #bassfishing #whitebass #panfish #crappie #fishingonaboat #fishingtackle #fishinglife #fishingsport #fishingaddict #fishingpicoftheday #fishingtime #fishinggear #fishingday #Fitec WHO I FISHED WITH: Last Tuesday morning, November 24, I fished with continents from the Van Riper and Howakley tribes. The family patriarchy, George Van Riper, a U.S. Army
veteran who settled in Harker Heights, loves fishing, owns his own boat, fishing our local reservoir routinely, and has been fishing with me on many occasions. Almost two months ago, knowing the period of Thanksgiving time was a busy week for me, George set this trip for his daughter, Nancy Howley, his son-in-law, Kim Van Riper, boys Nancy, Kaden and Jacob, and son Kim, Gregory. Nancy is a public
school teacher, and Kim is into real estate. Boys do the best they can with years of school impacting COVID. PHOTO CAPTION #1: This was the crew Tuesday morning (slightly damp) - from left, Kim & Gregory Van Riper, and Kaden, Jacob, and Nancy Howley. PHOTO CAPTION #2: Kim gave Gregory the hand hovering this 8-pound blue catfish that deeded Mal Lure Gregory near the bottom in about 46
feet of water, no doubt attracted to bits of shading recaptured by the white bass we captured. PHOTO CAPTION #3: This lad, Kaden Howley, is a fishing machine. He didn't snack, he didn't banter, he didn't take the leak... he only stood in one place in the middle of a starboard gunwale all morning and flat caught fish after the fish. She was very excited about her last fish because she was about her first fish
(after 4 hours of catching!!) This is our 100th fish last morning, captured by Kaden, exactly 9:28AM. PHOTO CAPTION #4: Jacob Howley with our only hybrid striped bass last morning. This 3.75-pound comes out of 43 feet of water and is among the first fish to attack as we arrive at a new location. WHERE WE FISH: Lake Belton WHEN WE FISH: Tuesday (AM), November 24, 2020 HOW WE FISHED: For
the second day in a row, we were blessed with grey skies and winds - and, unlike yesterday's NE winds, this morning wind blows from the SSE. Overnight we experienced heating and increased humidity in the atmosphere as overnight temperatures rose from 59 at sunset to 61 in the sunrise. Anytime we have wind and cloud cover, I pretty giddy about having people - especially children - on boats. Before
we left the dock I gave my demo mal, then had every demo person it came back to me to be very sure everyone knew what to do when we were Fish. This pays off when, rather than having to train bad techniques as we fish, that coaching can be done before risking losing fish. With everyone mal-qualified, we set out to find fish. It didn't take long, in fact, I was surprised at how quickly I found the fish given
that the sky was pretty murky with dark cloud coverings and a drizzle of light falling at the time. We fished 3 common areas this morning with the first and final stop looking at the medium action, and our midfield stopped (spanning two hours mid-journey) producing parts of the fish lion. Forever we were helped by gulls this morning. A small herd of ring-billed gulls began to circle and plucked colour from the
surface above actively feeding white bass at over 40 feet of water. We short of jumping in the area maybe 2-3 acres of size to stay on this fish, all the time working 5 MAL Lures by taking smoking to keep the fish coming on the sidelines and keeping the fuss produced near the bottom goes to feed the chain reaction. Between 11AM and 11:15AM, the action died hard, the wind gusts took over 14mph, and it
looked like a good dose of rain would fall again. At this point only the mothers and Kaden were fishing, when Kim gave me a sign let's call a good morning mark and we headed exactly 175 fish landing. See MAL Lure here: View tutorial video on how to work MAL Lure here: TALLY: 175 fish caught and released OBSERVATIONS: During the mid-morning period a small herd ~8 gulls help us find very active
white-based food at the bottom as they choose to die and crash colors driven to the surface by the most active feeders TODAY CONDITIONS/NOTES: Start Time: 7:30A Expiration Time: 11:30A Water Temp. @ Commencement of Travel: Height 61F: 0.83 low with 24 hours fall of 0.04', and 34 CFS flows via Surface Temp Water dam: 64.0F Wind Speed &amp; Direction: Wind is SE11-14 all morning sky
conditions: 100% grey cloud cover with light rainfall spores over the morning phase: Gibbous waxing at 72% GT lighting = 50 Wx SNAPSHOT: AREAS FISHED WITH SUCCESS: **B0012C Area, 18 fish in MAL Lures (SP) **Area B0052G, BG0026, 1392, and B0058G, 141 fish in MAL Lures with short hops in and around 4 of these areas as shown by gulls (SP) **Area B0059G, final 16 fish at MAL Lures
(SP) Bob Maindelle Full Time, Professional Fishing Guide and Owners Hold Belton Guideline Guide Service, Stillhouse Hollow Fishing Guide 254.368.7411 (call or text) Website: www.HoldingTheLineGuideService.com Email: Bob@HoldingTheLineGuideService.com Facebook: www.facebook.com/bobmaindelle Twitter: #WhiteBassFishing #LakeBelton #StillhouseHollow #BeltonFishingGuide
#LakeBeltonFishingGuide #BeltonLakeFishingGuide #stripers #stripedbassfishing #rockfish #sandbass #freshwaterfishing #fishing #bass #bass #whitebass #panfish #crappie #fishingonaboat #fishingtackle #fishinglife #fishingsport #fishingaddict #fishingpicoftheday #fishingtime #fishinggear #fishingday #Fitec I FISHED WITH: Last Monday morning, November 23, I was fishing with guests returning Rick
Snelgrooes from Liberty Hill, TX, his son Sean, a sean friend from Orange Co., CA, Grant King, and Rick's nephew, Tim Webster, from Ft. Collins, CO. As I watched my crew make their way from the parking lot to the courtesy dock, my first comment was (only half joking), It looked like someone didn't get an email. It was 50F and clocked with a shot of the northeast wind, and Tim wore shorts and a hoodie. I
have 5 layers on my torso. I expressed my concern but, Tim insisted he would be fine, sharing that he sometimes golfs with snow fell in Colorado. With that in, we headed out to hunt for fish. PHOTO CAPTION #1: This is the crew Monday morning, from left: Rick & Sean Snelgrooes, Grant King, and Tim The Man in Shorts Webster. PHOTO CAPTION #2: Tim took this nice 8-pound bluecat in ~47 feet of
water. Most of Tim's previous experiences have been fishing in saltwater on the Texas coast, or chasing trout in Colorado and the Wyoming stream. He was a quick person learning and took MAL Lure's tactics easily. PHOTO CAPTION #3: Sean came up with a small underwater from the same area where we took bluecat. Many colors have a wide variety of fish that are drawn to the area. WHERE WE
WERE FISHING: Lake Belton WHEN WE WERE FISHING: Monday (AM), November 23, 2020 HOW WE WERE FISHING: Despite having fished my whole life, I was still excited when we got a combination of grey and wind cloud cover, only knowing that feeding the fish out there to be found. This morning, although the wind gusts have eastern components, it still moves the water, and the grey cloud cover
gets stuck throughout the morning. Since I was fishing almost daily but Sunday and Thursday since coming home from Alaska in mid-September, I was able to compare/different today fishing influenced by the eastern wind, with fishing in the days with winds from the other direction. I find that although the fish are willing to bite, they will flavor soon after we get our performances to them, go strong for a while,
then cool down faster than with the southern or western winds. Therefore, on a 4-hour journey today, we moved more (6 stops in all), while I've been able to accumulate a solid 4-hour journey with just 3-5 stops under better wind conditions. I also state that we have more fish passing on our straight because they cruise by, thus having to work harder to catch a number of fish. Again, 100% of our catches
Taken at MAL Lure this morning, in fact, I didn't bring any other stick because I was very confident that without major changes in the weather and with water temperatures still stable, the interest of the fish in MAL Lure would continue. In all, we landed 155 fish using smoking tactics in conjunction with Garmin LiveScope. Once everyone gets the basics of MAL Lure taking it down, I then introduce LiveScope
to make them more efficient by looking/knowing when to take short and when to take a long time, based on fish reactions to their performances. It was a good day and, I was surprised, Tim's lips didn't have a blue tint especially to them by the time he was ready to pack them around some of Miller's Smokehouse fares following the trip. See MAL Lure here: View tutorial video on how to work MAL Lure here:
TALLY: 155 fish caught and released OBSERVATIONS: No bird activity helped to be found today. TODAY CONDITIONS/NOTES: Start Time: 7:30A Expiration Time: 11:30A Water Temp. @ Commencement of Travel: Height 50F: 0.80 low with 24 hours fall of 0.03', and 30 CFS flows via Surface Temp Water dam: 64.2F Wind Speed &amp; Direction: Wind is NE5-6 all morning sky conditions: 100% Moon
Phase grey cloud cover: Gibbous Waxing at 63% GT lighting = 120 Wx SNAPSHOT: AREAS FISHED WITH SUCCESS: **Area B0103, 55 fish in Mal Lures (SP) *Area 717, 14 fish in MAL Lures (SP) **Area B0053G, 24 fish on MAL Lures (SP) **Area B0057G, 12 fish in MAL Lures (SP) **Area 1 606.19 fish in MAL Lures (SP) **Area 1945, 31 fish in MAL Lures (SP) Bob Maindelle Full Time, Professional
Fishing Guide and Owners Holding Drive-Through Services , Stillhouse Hollow Fishing Guide 254.368.7411 (call or text) Website: www.HoldingTheLineGuideService.com Email: Bob@HoldingTheLineGuideService.com Facebook: www.facebook.com/bobmaindelle Twitter: www.twitter.com/bobmaindelle #WhiteBassFishing #LakeBelton #StillhouseHollow #BeltonFishingGuide #LakeBeltonFishingGuide
#BeltonLakeFishingGuide #stripers #stripedbassfishing #rockfish #sandbass #freshwaterfishing #fishing #bass #bassfishing #whitebass #panfish #crappie #fishingonaboat #fishingtackle #fishinglife #fishingsport #fishingaddict #fishingpicoftheday #fishingtime #fishinggear #fishingday #Fitec WHO I WAS FISHING WITH: Last Saturday morning I conducted a dad and son's visit on Belton Lake. Due to his
employment with certain government agencies, that father asked for his photograph and all names were kept outside of social media. We'll just call him Mr. R. Boys, aged 10 and 12, have been fishing with me before on Kids Fish too! Travel back in the summer of 2019, where their dad helped me help them. Given the extra years of maturity, and the boys' previous experiences now have under their belt,
fatherhood fishing right alongside these boys goes round and raging levels of competition. Somewhere around 9:30AM (and fish number 90 or we found we had a common interest in the Formula One race. I've never done more than watching a race on YouTube, but Mr. R. has been about 50 races in person for years, including some on the F1 track in Austin. Just to put it in perspective for me, Mr. R
explains how THE cost of a NASCAR car (calling it $100,000) is likely to buy a braking system on an F1 car (valued at around $10.5 million). Mr R thought once to gnaw his children to become F1 drivers, but, unfortunately, they got built from their dad and soon became clear they would quickly exit the small driver's seat made for a thin F1 driver. But, hey, both boys fit very well in the middle of my console -
just say'! PHOTO CAPTION #1: With enough grey cloud cover and wind to tear down the surface, Saturday's bite above. We landed white, large bass, and even a small buffalo. PHOTO CAPTION #2: Little brother ... Big fish! WHERE WE WERE FISHING: Lake Belton WHEN WE WERE FISHING: Saturday (AM), November 21, 2020 HOW WE WERE FISHING: If you follow my report, you know that gray
and wind skies are my confidence situation. I just knew when these two atmospheric conditions were mixed, it would be good. Although the cloud cover prevents the abrupt enlightenment of the sky as we will have on a less cloudy day, the fish get the right to feed this morning and are fed until suddenly stopping right around 11:10A. For our 4 hours on the water, we were fishing for just four areas, catching
30 fish at our first stop, 27 more fish at our second stop, 71 fish at our third stop, and 23 final fish at our last stop. Fishing is the same in each location: get the MAL Lures to the bottom as soon as the boat is in a steady hover fish on top of the fish that we find through the sonar, and work them slice upwards with smoking tactics (with speed modified for mid-60 degree water temperatures). At our second
stop, I layered in Garmin LiveScope and my crew went from being a shooter, actually sneaking individual fish and worked until they either fell for lure or turned. We landed exactly 151 fish this morning, including 1 large bass, 1 small buffalo, and 149 white bases. See MAL Lure here: View tutorial video on how to work MAL Lure here: TALLY: 151 fish caught and released OBSERVATIONS: No bird activity
helped to be found today. TODAY CONDITIONS/NOTES: Start Time: 7:30A Last time: 11:30A Water Temp. @ Commencement of Travel: Height 64F: 0.79 low with 0.0' 24-hour change and 34 CFS flow through the surface of Temp dam water: 64.6F Wind Speed &amp; Direction: Wind is SSE5-6 all morning sky conditions: 100% gray cloud cover Phase: Candlesticks at 43% GT lighting = 20 Wx
SNAPSHOT: AREAS FISHED WITH SUCCESS: **Area B0054G, 30 fish in MAL Lures (SP) **Area 305, 27 fish in MAL Lures (SP) **Area B0050G, 71 fish in MAL Lures (SP) **Area B0052G, 23 fish in MAL (SP) Full-time Maindelle Bob, Professional Fishing Guide and Owner Holding Belton Lake Guide Line, Fisherman Hollow Guide Home 254.368.7411 (call or text) Website :
www.HoldingTheLineGuideService.com Email: Bob@HoldingTheLineGuideService.com Facebook: www.facebook.com/bobmaindelle Twitter: Twitter: Twitter: #WhiteBassFishing #LakeBelton #StillhouseHollow #BeltonFishingGuide #LakeBeltonFishingGuide #BeltonLakeFishingGuide #stripers #stripedbassfishing #rockfish #sandbass #freshwaterfishing #fishing #bass #bassfishing #whitebass #panfish
#crappie #fishingonaboat #fishingtackle #fishinglife #fishingsport #fishingaddict #fishingpicoftheday #fishingtime #fishinggear #fishingday #Fitec I FISHED WITH: Last Friday afternoon, November 20, I was fishing with Mr. David Doell and his old fishing partner, Warren Forkin, both veterans of the U.S. Army. David contacted me about three weeks ago and told me he had a special request. He wants to go
fishing with Warren, but because of some health concerns, they can't tolerate too much wind, too much cold, and, there are also concerns about starting and releasing boats. Finally, David only wants to stay for about 2 hours. I told David I would try my best to find a set of predictive weather conditions that would allow us to consider all those things and still catch fish. By last Monday it was clear that the
weather would probably be pretty stable throughout the week that we would be able to fish (and catch) today, and, which turns out to be the case. I met friends at the Arrowhead raging, because it was the only one who had a nice floating leg from the parking lot to the courtesy dock without stairs to climb. I tease David a bit once he and Warren are on board about how he started a lot of his statements with
the phrase, When you age us.... So, at some point I asked exactly how old she and Warren were. Both fellowes are 78 this year. I then told them a story about celebrating my mother's 70th birthday with her at the Olive Garden restaurant in Killeen. The whole family gathered around and, when salads and bakery arrived, my mother asked me to pray for our meal. I told him I would happily do that, but, before
that, I wondered if he had any words of wisdom for his family, given his age and life experience. Mum thinks for half a second and say, Kids, let me tell you, get ' long not for wimps! Now, Robert, you'll please pray for us. PHOTO CAPTION #1: This was my Friday afternoon crew - 78-year-old U.S. Army veteran David Doell (left) and Warren Forkin. PHOTO CAPTION #2: These are the fish we end the
journey with. David and Warren wanted to end up on a good note, so we wrapped it up after Warren got this one on the boat. WHERE WE FISH: Lake Belton WHEN WE FISH: Friday (PM), November 20, 2020 HOW WE FISH: Since David and Warren only wanted to stay for about 2 hours Usually running a 4-hour journey), I started us a little later than usual to fish us in the heart of the evening bite, which
lately I found was in the middle of the last 2 hours 4 hours leading up to the sunset (therefore, about 2:30 to 4:30PM). Although things are not ideal (I prefer wind and more cloud cover), they are what David and Warren can tolerate. We find fish in three separate, separate areas, 19 fish at our first stop, 18 fish at our second stop, and 7 final fish at our last stop. Each location was in 42-49 feet of water, and
we used a smoking take back with MAL Lures at each location to catch the fish we landed. Things went well in the third stop we made when Warren's rod bent deeper than the white bass usually bends, and the line starts to come out of the bot (whereas white bass usually stays pretty straight under the bot). As David and I saw, a nice big bass cleans the water trying to shake MAL Lure Warren. We landed
that fish, and took a picture of Warren holding it. It is really 4:15P. As I was willing to go back fishing, Nicol told me he thought it would be a good idea to finish a good note with Warren catching a good bass. So, with that, we leave the fish still biting, wrapping it, and returning to the dock. Our tally of 44 fish consists of 43 white bass and 1 large base. See THE LURE MALL here: See a video tutorial on how
TO LURE MALL works here: TALLY: 44 fish caught and released Watch: No helpful bird activities witnessed today. We just need cooler weather and a northerly wind to resist these migrating fish eaters in the south. STATE/NOTE TODAY: Start Time: 2:30P End Time: 4:15P Air Temp. @ Commencement: Altitude 76F: low 0.79 with 24 hours 0.02' drop and 20 CFS flow through Temp dam water level: low
0.7964.8F Wind Speed &amp; Directions: Wind is SSE5-7 all night sky conditions: 25% white cloud cover on Blue Sky Moon Phase: Candle Moon at 33% GT lighting = 5 Wx SNAPSHOT: AREAS LURES WITH GLORY: **Area 344, 19 white based on MAL Lures (SP) **Region 1012, 18 white based on LURES MALL (SP) **Region 150; 7 fish at MAL Lures (SP) Bob Maindelle Full Time, Professional
Fishing Guide and Owner Holding Service Belton Lake Online Guide Fishing Guide, Still home Hollow Fishing Guide 254.368.7411 (call or text) Web page: www.HoldingTheLineGuideService.com Email: Bob@HoldingTheLineGuideService.com Facebook: www.facebook.com/bobmaindelle Twitter: www.twitter.com/bobmaindelle #WhiteBassFishing #LakeBelton #StillhouseHollow #BeltonFishingGuide
#LakeBeltonFishingGuide #BeltonLakeFishingGuide #stripers #stripedbassfishing #rockfish #sandbass #freshwaterfishing #fishing #bass #bassfishing #whitebass #panfish #crappie #fishingonaboat #fishingtackle #fishinglife #fishingsport #fishingaddict #fishingpicoftheday #fishingtime #fishinggear #fishingday #Fitec WHO I FISHED WITH: This morning, Friday, November 20, I was fishing with returning
customers Jim Downing, Gary Hanneman, and Sally Hardeman. living in the Killeen area, Gary lives out in the county in Coryell Co., and Sally has retired to Sun City in Georgetown. Out of three, Jim has come out with me the most, and is the one who aligns everything to this journey at what will be an actor weekend and blast for him. With the weather basically Throughout the week, fish and fishing are
predictable enough. The only variation on today's theme is the cloud cover. We had a thick, grey cloud cover with light fog as we met at 7:30, but, fog quickly encrypted, and the cloud cover was still allowed for the enlightenment of the atmosphere, which in turn, triggered the fish to start feeding just one tad later than the beginning of the week. PHOTO CAPTION #1: This is my Friday morning crew, from left,
Gary Hannemann, Sally Hardeman, and Jim Downing. PHOTO CAPTION #2: That's Jim's cousin, whom he calls Aunt Sally from below at Sun City in Georgetown. I didn't notice until posting this photo that he was wearing his flower wallet along our journey - very classy!! PHOTO CAPTION #3: This is jim's weekend cast part... PHOTO CAPTION #4: ... and this is Jim's weekend explosive side on Gary's
farm - a nice 11 dollar points. WHERE WE FISH: Lake Belton WHEN WE FISH: Friday (AM), November 20, 2020 HOW WE FISHED: Due to solid conditions, complete with grey cloud cover and southern wind, I graduated on marginal fish activity and I also left the productive area to find more productive areas as soon as the catch rate in the area began to go down. In this way, we are able to fish 6 different
areas, and experience a typical normal or stomach-shaped activity crack at each one, with activities rapidly raging as soon as our slice first appears at the bottom, followed by peaking the constant action of fish, and ending with tapering back to slow fishing. Thanks to water temperatures, which have stalled in the mid-60s, the use of medium-paced tactics still pays huge dividends. Each of the 174 fish we
landed was taken vertically working MAL Lure (we used white crossings and chartreuseably) discontinued from the bottom with steady injuries. In addition to the white base, which forms the lion's share of our catch, we also landed 3 legal hybrid striped bases, 2 freshwater drums, 1 large bass, and 1 flat head catfish (yellow). Garmin LiveScope added a significant percentage to our catch today in that
outside the fish holding at the bottom, LiveScope reveals a small group of suspended fish move faster in a landing band under the boat. Instead of stopping our intake when it is clear that no bottom-oriented fish chase, we will continue to use some holding turns outside this suspended fish to see if they will react and catch up. Often these fish, which may be during patrols for food already, will react positively
by chasing and pulling. See MAL Lure here: View video tutorial How to work MAL Lure here: TALLY: 174 fish caught and released OBSERVATIONS: No bird activity helped to be found this morning. We only need cooler weather and northern winds to push these migrating fish in the south. CONDITIONS/NOTES TODAY: Start time: 7:30A End time: 11:50A Temp. @ Start of Travel: Height 63F: 63F: low
with a decrease of 24 hours 0.02' and a flow of 20 CFS through the dam Surface Surface Temp: 64.8F Wind Speed &amp; Direction: Winds are S9-12 all Morning Sky Conditions: 100% grey skies with pre-dawn light kabus, followed by ~3 hours of gray clouds continuing with a slow explanation commencing around 10A. 70% white cloud towards the end of the journey. Moon Phase: Crescent moon at 33%
GT exposure = 63 Wx SNAPSHOT: AREAS LURED WITH GLORY: **Region B0012C; 20 fish at LURES MALL (SP) **Area 354; 8 white based on MAL Lures (SP) **Region 1012; 32 white based on MAL Lures (SP) **Region 1007; 40 white based on MAL Lures (SP) **Area B0055G; 30 white based on MAL Lures (SP) **Area B0052G; 44 white based on MAL Lures (SP) Bob Maindelle Full Time,
Professional Fishing Guide and Owner Holding Belton Lake Fishing Guide Service, Stillhouse Hollow Fishing Guide 254.368.7411 (call or text) Website: www.HoldingTheLineGuideService.com Email: Bob@HoldingTheLineGuideService.com Facebook: www.facebook.com/bobmaindelle Twitter: www.twitter.com/bobmaindelle #WhiteBassFishing #LakeBelton #StillhouseHollow #BeltonFishingGuide
#LakeBeltonFishingGuide #BeltonLakeFishingGuide #stripers #stripedbassfishing #rockfish #sandbass #freshwaterfishing #fishing #bass #bassfishing #whitebass #panfish #crappie #fishingonaboat #fishingtackle #fishinglife #fishingsport #fishingaddict #fishingpicoftheday #fishingtime #fishinggear #fishingday #Fitec WHO Wednesday, November 18, I'm fishing with U.S. Air Force veteran Steve Gates,
former F-4 Phantom airman, and U.S. Army veteran Brian Pedersen, a forums shield officer. The two fish and hunt together in and around Takungan Choke Canyon, near San Antonio. Steve also headed to Alaska and a work operation for the Alaska Odyssey, a hunting and fishing operation on Prince of Wales Island, approximately 3-4 months from most years (www.FishOrHunt.com). but deep water,
winter fishing is something they hope to fix Steve having a new Ranger bot on the way and also wanting to check out the various sonar on top of my own bot to shrink the artificial and suitable model by pursuing a variety of species themselves, so, in addition to catching fish, I also deliberately affirm what I (and don't) see on sonar that leads us to fish in certain areas and pass on to others. PHOTO
CAPTION #1: Steve Gates with an early morning hybrid track bus taken from 43 at MAL Lure in chartreuse. PHOTO CAPTION #2: Brian Pedersen with out one of the largest white basses from 237 landings; This baby went over 14 and also came on the MAL Lure chartreuse. IMAGE KAPSYEN #3: White bass a lot this morning; every time we meet There's a lot to go about. Four separate stops make the
entire 4-hour journey. WHERE WE FISH: Lake Belton WHEN WE FISH: Wednesday (AM), November 18, 2020 HOW WE FISH: Fishing almost cookies as to the previous day, only better, because we have winds from a definite direction (SSE) that are constantly strengthened (from 2 - 12 mph) along the way. With two experienced mencorts on board, I basically provided a quick tutorial and then let them
down to catch on without having to do much coaching or polishing their techniques whatsoever. Like most novices to work MAL Lure, the tendency to try to set a hook when feeling the strike will be quite difficult for these friends to overcome (the longer you have been fishing, the more The harder this is), but, the main thing to get the spinner blade spinning in a short vertical sponge has been dominated by
both of our colleagues fishing only four different locations this morning, and the activity of the fish follows a normal stomach-shaped curve, starting in the first hour, building to the top in the middle of two hours, and then falling into nothing by the end of the fourth hour. We worked MAL Lures in a typical vertical jane taking all the time on the water, except for about 10 minutes a attempt with the slab at the end
of the trip so that friends had a glimpse of what it would take to keep catching fish when (or if) the temperature of the water fell into the 50s. For their efforts, Steve and Brian landed 244 fish, including 2 hybrid striped bases, 2 large bass, 3 freshwater drums, and 237 white bases, where only a handful of sub-laws (under the age of 10). See MAL Lure here: Check out the tutorial video on how to work MAL
Lure here: TALLY: 244 fish caught and released OBSERVATIONS: There is still no helpful bird activity in any amount after just 2 days of minimum aid 2 weeks ago. I think it's just not long enough to get birds pushed here and get bait-oriented fish suspended yet. What gulls present is busy chasing loons. TODAY CONDITIONS/NOTES: Start time: 7:30A End time: 11:35A Air templum. @Start of Travel: 39F
Height: 0.74 low with 0.01' 24 hours rise and 35 CFS streams through dam water surface temps: 63.4F Wind Speed &amp; Direction: Wind is SSE2 in the sunrise, slowly tapping up to SSE12 ahead of the final journey. Sky State: Cloudless Moon Phase: Candles at 15% GT lighting = 50 Wx SNAPSHOT: AREAS FISHED WITH SUCCESS: **Area B0022C; 12 white based on MAL Lures (SP) **Area
B0042C; 51 fish in MAL Lures (SP) **Area B0052G; 139 fish in MAL Lures (SP) **Area B0151C; 42 fish on MAL Lures/Hazy Eye Slab (SP) Full-Time Maindelle Bob, Professional Fishing Guide and Owner Holding Belton Lake Fishing Guide, Stillhouse Hollow Fishing Guide 254.368.7411 (call or text) Page www.HoldingTheLineGuideService.com E-mel: Bob@HoldingTheLineGuideService.com Facebook:
www.facebook.com/bobmaindelle Twitter: www.twitter.com/bobmaindelle #WhiteBassFishing #LakeBelton #StillhouseHollow #BeltonFishingGuide #LakeBeltonFishingGuide #LakeBeltonFishingGuide #stripers #stripedbassfishing #rockfish #sandbass #freshwaterfishing #fishing #bass #bassfishing #whitebass #panfish #crappie #fishingonaboat #fishingtackle #fishinglife #fishingsport #fishingaddict
#fishingpicoftheday #fishingtime #fishinggear #fishingday #Fitec #Fitec
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